
MAY 1 1 1959

Dr. C. Rogers McCullough, Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
a. S. Atomic ergy Comisiou 
Washington 25, D. C.  

Subject$ SUGISTD RUGUTI FOR 10 1VW OF REACTOR SIT 

Dear Dr. lcCullough: 

We have received yw mmorandun of April 23, 1959 under the captioned 

subject submitting a suggested regulation requiring review by the 

Ahowi€ Eunrgy Comission of proposed reactor sites as an Initial step 

in the licensing procedure.  

On October 3, 1938 we submitted for the consideration of the Advisory 

Committee on Reactor safeguard@ a packet of material including a draft 

revision of Part 50 and suggested criteria relating to control rods.  

counzol syems, ewternal containment buildings, and reactor site 

e0a1ution. Annem other thngs, the draft revision of part 50 pro

vided for substantially the smee site approval procedure advocated 
in yaour Aprl 23 moorandumn.  

The description of ecusideratioas Insmlved in reactor site evaluation 

discussed at the January end March meetings of the omittee has been 

approved by the Commission for publication in the federal Register 

for the purpose of soliciting public coment.  

We are studying your suggested regulation and would be happy to discuss 

its' cotenta with you at the forthcoming meeting of the Advisory 

Committee. We also believe it would be worthwhile for the Committee to 

discu s at that time the draft revision which we sent to you lest fall.  

"USncerely YOUrs, 

R. L.. Price, Director , 

Division of Licensing 
end Rg~ulation 

SUK 10 1-"A R 
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S"ANO'qO FOAM # O. 64 

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO H. L. Price, Director DATE: April 23, 1959 
Division of Licensing & Regulation 

FROM C. Rogers McCullough, Chairman 

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguarn /I*v '" 

suBJECT: SUGGESTED REGULATION FOR REV1111 OF REACTOR SITES 

The following suggested regulation was considered briefly by the 
ACRS at its last meeting. There was an insufficient time to dis
cuss the matter with Dr. Beck and his staff and the Committee 
has taken no official position on the matter. We would like you 
to consider this matter and discuss it with us at our next meeting.  

For any reactor requiring a license, the first step will be the 
request for a review by the Atomic Energy Commission of a site 
selected by the applicant. In requesting the review and the 
tentative approval by the Commission, the applicant will present 
all of the pertinent information characteristic of the site 
including the distribution of population in the surroundings,(i) 

meteorology, hydrology, geology, and seismology. This data 
should be sufficiently complete to enable the Commission to come 
to a tentative conclusion as to the suitability of the site for 
the reactor proposed with regard to the adequate protection of the 

(1)The population distribution about the reactor should be given, 

to an accuracy of about plus or minus 10 per cent, as the amber 
of people occupying the sectors of annuli defined by the northeast, 
southeast, southwest, northwest quadrants and successive radii at 
distances of 1, ½, 3/,i, 11, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 
and at ten-mile intervals. In no case are population distributions 
necessary for distances greater than those giving a dose to a 
person continuously residing at the spot greater than one-half rem 
to the whole body or equivalent for an assumed 0.3 per cent 
release, under average nighttime meteorology, of the total fission 
products in the core. If there are any special features of popu
lation distribution or of the other features of the site these 
should be mentioned.



H. L. Price, DLR -2-

health and safety of the public. The appli.cant should also propose/' (
an alternate site and supply sufficient information for its evalu-/' 
ation in case the Commission finds the first site unsuitable. .  

In addition to the information pertinent to the site, the applicant 
should state the type of reactor proposed, power level, type of 
operation and the significant features of the reactor which relates 
it to an accepted type or which establish the approximate potential 
damage which could occur from an accident to the reactor as compared 
to the damage that could be expected from an accident in an accepted 
type.

The information presented regarding the site need not be precise but 
should be accurate to approximately plus or minus 10 per cent in the 
case of population density and in all cases should be sufficient to 
give a good general understanding of the character of the environment.  
In considering the potential damage which could result from a reactor 
accident the general features of the proposed reactor system need be 
described only to the detail required to give the estimated release 
of fission products under accident conditions from the outermost 
enclosure as compared with releases which might occur from an accepted 
reactor installation. Any significant features of the reactor 
affecting the radiation doses which might be given people in the 
surroundings in case of accident, such as shielding, low leakage 
rates, air cleaning systems, etc., should be described.
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